Learning Outcomes, Assessment, Validation: Comparative Table
Based on mobility documents, feedbacks, comments of VET schools
Latvia
Case 1
Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Finland
Case 5

Estonia
Case 6

Case 7

Notes
Case 8

Case 9

1. Learning Outcomes (LO)
Sector/qualification

How many units

Other

Furniture design Tourism service Confectionery

SPA treatment

10 (listed in
Learning
3
2
2
Agreement as
Vocational Skills
Requirements)
Units of LO
described as
Vocational Skills
Discription of
Discription of
Discription of
Requirements;
knowledge,
knowledge, skills
knowledge, skills added up by
skills and
and
and competences knowledge:
competences
competences
annexed as Units theoretical and
annexed as
annexed as Units
of LO already
factual; skills:
Units of LO
of LO already
acquired by the
cognitive or
already
acquired by the
practical;
acquired by the learner
learner
competence:
learner
responsibility and
autonomy

Business and
Commerce

Hair cutting and
bearding

6

Units of LO are
supported by
description of
knowledge:
theoretical and
factual; skills:
cognitive or
practical;
competence:
responsibility and
autonomy

Toursim organiser

17 (listed in Learning
Agreement as
Vocational Skills
Requirements)

Units of LO described
as Vocational Skills
Requirements; added
up by knowledge:
theoretical and
factual; skills:
cognitive or practical;
competence:
responsibility and
autonomy

Discription of knowledge, skills and
competences annexed as Units of LO
already acquired by the learner

2. Assessment
By whom

-

By host and
intermidiary
organisation

By host and
intermidiary
organisation

By wokplace tutor

By wokplace tutor By wokplace tutor

Company tutor

Toursim organiser

Hairdresser

5 -

-

-

-

Filling up
evaluation form
at the end of
traineeship

Procedure

-

Scale

Level of
Level of
competence: 0competence: 0underperformin
underperforming
g; 1 - meeting
; 1 - meeting
expectations; 2
expectations; 2 - high
high performing
performing

Where recorded
Were all achieved?
3. Validation

Europass
Mobility
document
Yes

Europass
Mobility
document
Yes

Filling up
assessment form
in the Learning
Agreement and
putting the score
to each Learning
Outcome in the
following
categories:
Vocational Skills
Requirements;
knowledge:
theoretical and
factual; skills:
cognitive or
practical;
competence:
responsibility and
autonomy

Filling up assessment
form in the Learning
Agreement and
putting the score to
each Learning
Outcome in the
following categories:
Vocational Skills
Requirements;
knowledge:
theoretical and
factual; skills:
cognitive or practical;
competence:
responsibility and
autonomy

Evaluation scale is
from 0 to 3, where
Level of
0 = failed task, 1 =
competence: 0underperforming; satisfactory
achievement, 2 =
1 - meeting
expectations; 2 - good achievement,
high performing 3 = excellent
achievement

Evaluation scale is
from 0 to 3, where
0 = failed task, 1 =
satisfactory
achievement, 2 =
good
achievement, 3 =
excellent
achievement

Evaluation scale is
from 0 to 3, where 0 =
failed task, 1 =
satisfactory
achievement, 2 = good
achievement, 3 =
excellent achievement

Europass Mobility Learning
document
Agreement

Learning
Agreement

Learning Agreement

Learning portfolio and assessment
sheet; Europass Mobility document

Yes

Yes

No, only partly

Yes

Filling up
evaluation form
at the end of
traineeship

Filling up
assessment form in
the Learning
Agreement and
putting the score to
each Learning
Outcome in the
following
categories:
Vocational Skills
Requirements;
knowledge:
theoretical and
factual; skills:
cognitive or
practical;
competence:
responsibility and
autonomy

At the end of traineeship using
Learning portfolio and assessment
sheet. The progress with LOs was
checked by little phone interviews
almost daily. The additional tasks to
achieve the LOs of the traineeship
were designed in cooperation with
tourism teachers at school. At the end
of her traineeship the trainee
prepared a thorough slideshow on her
work. When back in school we had an
interview, together with portfolio and
documentation check-up and then the
trainee wrote a short report on her
traineeship period. The trainee gave a
presentation (analysis) in Estonian to
tourism department students and
teachers as this is the routine in our
school after each traineeship period.
Finally, the trainee gave a
presentation in English on the
procedures and results of
international traineeship at the
international meeting where the
audience was, both international
trainees and vocational teachers.

No

At the last day of the
traineeship period I watched
the video-clip the trainee had
made about her work. When
back in school we had an
interview, together with
portfolio and documentation
check-up and then the trainee
wrote a short report on her
traineeship period. The
trainee gave a presentation
(analysis) in Estonian to
tourism department students
and teachers as this is the
routine in our school after
each traineeship period.
Finally, the trainee gave a
presentation in English on the
procedures and results of
international traineeship at
the international meeting
where the audience was, both
international trainees and
vocational teachers.

Learning portfolio and
assessment sheet; Europass
Mobility document
Yes

-

Method, procedure

by sending
organisation
through the
interview/talk
with the student,
based on the
evaluation from
the host and
intermidiary
organisation and
the student
report. Those
persons
responsible for
validating, are
also resposible
for recognition of
LO.

by sending
institution
through the
interview/talk
with the
student, based
on the
evaluation from
the host and
intermidiary
organisation
and the student
report. There
are 2 different
persons that are
responsible for
validation and
recognition of
LO.

by sending
institution
through the
interview/talk
with the student,
based on the
evaluation from
the host and
intermidiary
organisation and
the student
report. There are
2 different
persons that are
responsible for
validation and
recognition of LO.

Feedback
discussions in the
workplace and at
school. The trainee
was evaluated by
the VET school
tutor after return.
The trainee did not
reach all the
learning outcomes
mostly because the
lack of teaching and
possibilities to train
the certain
technique at the
workplace.

The trainee was
evaluated in the
workplace during
the last week. The
workplace tutor
gave positive and
satisfied feedback
from the period.
The VET school
tutor had a
telephone
feedback
discussion with
the trainee after
return back to
home.

The trainee was
evaluated in the
workplace during the
period. The workplace
tutor gave positive
and satisfied
feedback. The VET
school tutor had a
feedback discussion
with the trainee after
returning back to
home. The trainee did
not reach all the
learning outcomes
mostly because the
lack of possibilities
(=customers) to train
certain techniques at
the workplace.

Before the Mobility
the trainee
completed Towards
international –
course (Moodle): 5
credit points.
After the Mobility
the trainee gained
excellent Certificate
grades, because the
rating at the
workplace was very
good.

Before the
Mobility the
trainee completed
Towards
international –
course (Moodle):
5 credit points.
After the Mobility
the trainee gained
on the joblearning module: 7
credit points.

Before the Mobility
the trainee completed
Towards international
course (Moodle): 5
credit points.
After the Mobility the
trainee gained on the
job-learning module: 7
credit points.

Learning
Agreement

Learning Agreement

Credit points

-

-

-

Recognition level

Europass
Mobility
document

Europass
Mobility
document

Europass Mobility Learning
document
Agreement

Documentation?

The curriculum of post-secondary
tourism organizing programme is
divided into modules and the
students`progress is checked on the
basis of LOs that are uniting the
subjects of the module. The students
should analyse the goals, procedures
and results of their work, according to
LOs which, in turn, are based on the
theoretical knowledges gained in
professional subject classes.

The curriculum of postsecondary tourism organizing
programme is divided into
modules and the
students`progress is checked
on the basis of LOs that are
uniting the subjects of the
module. The students should
analyse the goals, procedures
and results of their work,
according to LOs which, in turn
are based on the theoretical
knowledges gained in
professional subject classes.

-

-

